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Abstract– In this era there is a significant growth in identity
management solution because of their potential importance as
what and how properly they handle the sensitive data. The paper
present the review on digital identities which is to be handled by
various Identity Management System (IDMs). The paper first
provide the definition of Digital Identities and their management.
Then these digital identities are embedded in a particular model
which is called conceptual model of identity management. Then
there is a brief review on various Identity Management system and
their advantages and disadvantages as proposed by different
authors but our focus is on emerging technology i.e. Microsoft
Cardspace and the solution for improving its security
vulnerabilities.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Digital identities play a vital role as many people use these
identities to log on to various Web Sites for on line shopping,
internet banking, searching. To log on to websites, users have
to provide its personal information and remember
username/password for every site. So author propose various
identity management systems where user’s personal
information is secured and he does not have to remember
username/ password as the whole system works on claims and
tokens. The basic model called conceptual model is
developed for IDMs which consist of relying party, Identity
provider and users and they have their own rules of
authentication and their goal is to protect user’s personal
information. And also there is a concept of single sign on by
which in a single session we can log on to multiple sites, but
some IDMs followed this concept and some did not. Various
IDMs are deployed one of which is open ID which is very
much prone to phishing attach as the whole system is using
URL routing. After that PRIME came for which deployment
of that system was a main concern. After that Microsoft
developed Microsoft Cardspace which does not support
single sign on but it is not prone to phishing attack. Further is
has its limitations which are discussed with their solution in
section 6 and 7
II.

DIGITAL IDENTITIES AND IDENTITY
MANAGEMENT

An identity is a representation of an entity where are an entity
has its unique existence and can be uniquely identified in this
world. Alternatively an identity is the set of attributes which
makes an entity unique and different from all others entities. A
representation of identity in a digital system is called a digital
identity. An identity management includes management of
Identity lifecycle, its authentication and identity information
so that users can properly authorize to the system he wants.

Identity management is essential part of many security
services since it provides assurance of user’s legitimacy. As a
result identity management is an integral part of any access
management system. But with identities great deal of privacy
is required as it requires storing, processing and
transformation.
III.

CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF IDENTITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

As of growing use of web application there should be usage
of web based IDMs. Web based IDMs aims to address the
growing range of security threats and hence simplify the task
of identity management for the user and service provider.
There are three parties involved namely- A. Service ProviderIt is the resource provider, user requests the resource from this
and user has to fulfill the relying party’s accessing criteria by
providing claims. It is also called relying party (RP). B.
Identity Provider (IDP)- It helps in validating the credentials,
which the user provide to it before accessing RP . If the user is
genuine then IDP provides a token to user which helps in
accessing the resource from resource provider. C. User- The
user accesses the resources from resource provider by first
requesting from RP. Identity management framework can be
classified into three main classes which depends on the
relationship of IDP/IDP and IDP/SP [1].
1. Isolated Framework: In this the service provider trusts
only itself and also become an IDP and hence there is no
cooperation between parties to support user's
authentication.
2. Centralized Framework: In this framework only one IDP
is present and that provides identity services to all others
SPs within a closed system.
3. Distributed Framework: In this framework there are
many IDPs and SPs which trust each other within that
group.
IV.

SINGLE SIGN ON

With this feature user log in once and gains access to all
other interconnected systems without being promoted to log
in again at each of them. In case of current framework the user
can log on to multiple SPs during a single session after getting
authority from single IDP. With the concept of Single Sign On
(SSO) the concept arises of single sign off where a user is
automatically signed off from the RPs at which he was logged
in. The main feature and benefit of SSO is transparency to the
users since the main reason for deploying SSO system is users
convenience but there is one security concern that is many
SSO system, if an attackers breaks the authentication process
with the authentication authority (example by cracking the
user’s password) then he/she can readily access all the
participating SPs [2].
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V.

IDENTITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

IDMs has the particular framework and these system helps
authorized sources to perform identity management task.
There are various identity management systems which are
discussed below:
A. OpenID
In this one users name and password is required to log in to
many web sites. OpenID is a user centric shared identity
service [3]. It allows users to log on to different web sites
using a SSO concept. In openID user login to openID server
to get the openID and uses that token to authenticate many
web applications. The openID framework is a decentralized
system as no central authority manages/ authenticate different
identity provider and service providers. So the users can
choose any of the IDP and get the token. For security and non
trackable records the users can also switch between various
IDPs. The advantage of openID system is that it is convenient
to use and information of user is not provided to service
provider in any way. But the disadvantage is that the whole
framework hinges on the URL routing to correct open ID
provider, if open ID provider is attacked by attacker, and
when users authenticate to open ID server and provide
credentials then all the credentials can be used by evils
scooper and can harmed the users. Thus this framework is
acceptable to phishing attacks.
B. PRIME
The PRIME (Privacy and Identity Management for
Europe) goals are managing identity, privacy and trust
management helping users to protect the data effectively. It
embeds Europeans privacy laws and regulate into technology.
Its designing evolved to have maximum privacy by providing
anonymous and secure communication and there is no
transaction linking by default. PRIME had explicit set of rules
and these rules are assigned to the roles properly. Finally in
this user need the set of tools to support IDM, and this require
installation and configuration on the console. The user
manages her personal data using the console, discloses
personal data and checks the proper handling of her data by
the various services she requires [4]. The client application
mirrors the server application used by the service provider
[5]. The major disadvantage of PRIME technology is that the
product is not standardized and it is only possible unless it is
interoperable with existing systems.
Also it has its
middleware which should be implemented on senders and
receivers side console, which is an extra overhead.
C. Windows Cardspace
It is a product of Microsoft and is a name given to Microsoft
WinFX set of software components. It is a metasystem
because it is not replacing previous identity management
systems but it is additional layer added to the authentication
system. This identity metasystem design to comply with the 7
laws of identity, designed by Kim Cameron of Microsoft [6].
Also cardspace is built upon WS-Federation protocols which
consist of WS-Security , WS- Trust, WS-Security Policy. In
cardspace every digital identity transmitted on the network
contains some kind of security token. The security token can
contain a sensitive information or non sensitive information
which forms a set of claims. It can be user’s first name, last
name, address, password, e-mail, or sensitive information like
SSN, credit card number. User typically has many infocards
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saved according to the need of environment a user can select
an appropriate infocard, so that it will be fair use of digital
identities. Similarly in the Cardspace Framework there are
three parties involved i.e. Relying Party , Identity Provider
and user as discussed in conceptual model of Identity
Management Systems. In cardspace framework relying party
send his token policy after user request the resource. Then
user login to IDP to authenticate the claims he provided which
were demanded by RP. After the claims are verified by IDP
the IDP sends the token to user. When user gets the token he
sends the token to RP and if RP validates the tokens then user
is provided access to the resources he wants.
VI. DISADVANTAGES AND SECURITY
VULNERABILITY OF CARDSPACE
1. User’s judgement of RP trustworthiness i.e. judging the
honesty of the RP is a tedious task. Since in cardspace
framework the user has to send its sensitive data in forms
of tokens which are actually the claims the RP demanded.
If the RP is not trustworthy then he can forge the
information and can use it in a unauthorized manner.
Microsoft recommends that user should only rely on high
assurance certificate like X.509.
2. Reliance on single layer of authentication i.e. in the
cardspace framework where there are multiple RP and
single IDP then security of that system rely on single layer
of authentication. In the majority of cases a simple
username and password is used, if the password is cracked
the security of entire system is compromised [4].
3. Cardspace can only work with Microsoft windows
operating system.[7]
4. In a single working session the user can select only one
infocard to present to the RP, sometimes RP demands
claims which are totally different from each other and all
the claims are not provided by single IDP so it is unable to
cover by one infocard.
5. The whole framework lies on DNS server, if the DNS
server is hacked then there is potential loss to user.
VII. IMPROVING THE SECURITY OF CARDSPACE
A. Based on SIT Attributes
As proposed by [8] the solution is based on the concept of
Secured from Identity Theft (SIT) attributes [9] which is
based on Schnorr’s Zero Knowledge Protocol [10]-[11]. The
concept says that without disclosing the actual values only
values deduced from claims or we can say that the broader set
of values should be presented and by which actual values are
not displayed.
B. Selective Disclosure, Anonymous Credentials and
Zero Knowledge Proof
In selective Disclosure certified and minimized data is
revealed and this is done by using predicates (=, <=,>=,<>) on
the attributes. An anonymous credential scheme allows a user
to derive from a single master secret multiple cryptographic
pseudonyms [4]. A zero knowledge proof is a protocol where
one party i.e. the prover, proves that he knows the solution of
problem to the other party i.e. the verifier without revealing
the actual details of a solution. A zero knowledge proof must
satisfy 3 properties namely completeness, soundness and zero
knowledge.
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VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we reviewed digital identities, its model and
various identity management systems. Various IDMS like
openID and PRIME are not widely used because of their
various disadvantages. So currently emphasis is given on
Microsoft cardspace to deploy it globally. It has two major
security limitations and for which various measures to rectify
are provided like ZKP, selective disclosure. When ZKP will
be integrated within SAML token then user’s privacy is
protected in case of hijacked passwords or vicious SP [4].
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